• We have found two new methods to constrain the spiral arms nature (Roca-Fàbrega et al. (2013, 2014):
Simulations
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Cosmological N-body + hydrodynamics TWA analytical approach Young stars (0-4 Gyr) Old stars (11-13.467 Gyr) Left: Total virial mass vs. total hot gas mass for a set of simulated halos. Right: Full sky hot gas column density plot computed at 8 kpc from de GC of the galactic model.
•Compound bulge: young and old bar components. Different origins: disk vs. z=3 major merger
•Anisotropic hot gas distribution. 50 observations needed to recover M hot gas with relative error < 5% • Spiral arms rotation frequency depends on the strength of the bar:
The stronger the bar is, the closer the rotation frequency to rigid body rotation.
The weaker the bar is, the closer the rotation frequency to the disk corotation.
• Changes in lv sign when crossing spiral arm density peak traces the position of CR and the OLR:
Inside CR and outside OLR: Lv>0 Lv<0 ; Between CR and OLR: Lv<0 Lv>0 *sroca@am.ub.es 
